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heport to Secretary, Department of Defense; by Jercme H.

Stoiarow, Director, PrccreWent and Systems Acquisition iv.

Issue Area: Federel Procurement of Gccds ad Services (1900) ;

Neqotiation of a easonable Price Eased on Incurred Costs

and hNo ore Thlian a Fair Profit. (1913) .

Contact: Procurement and Systems Acquiiticn Div.

budget Function: ational Defense: Department cf Defens -

Prccurement Contracts (058).
Orqanization Concerned: Department of the Army; Department of

the Navy; Department of the Air force.

c<onqressiunai Relevance: House Coamittee cn Armed Serviues;

Senate Lommittee on Armed Services.
Authority: P.L. 87-b53. Defense Acquisition Regulaticn -8C7.12.

To determine whether Department of Defense (DOD)

col.tracti.nq ofticials were obtairning adequate data i support of

fcrward-pricinq rate propcsals from efense contractcos and

whether contract admi.istration and audit perscnnei were

adequately evaiuatinq business volume orecasts in sujcrt of

indirect expense rate negotiations, a review was conducted of

Pefense contractors' forecasts developed in connecticn with the

process of negotiating forward-Fricing rate agreeme.ts for

allccatinq indirect expenses in the initial pricing cf

contracts. In recent years, DOD*s prime ccntract avards have

exceeded $40 Dillion annually, and indirect exrenses are

est ated to account fcr at least tc-thirds _f centractors'
Inplant costs and about one-third of total contract costs.

ConLractorL: proposals were often incmpcsete and did not

ide.ntify information sources and methcdlogies used in business

vclume forecasts; some contractors retced to lernish su$pcrcing

data when requested to dc so. Evaluaticns cf business volume

-oLecasts did not Locus on the accurdcy of supporting data or on

the rationale of contractors' assumpticnE ard judgments.

uovermilert personanel, however, adequately mcnitcred the appFroved

or recomwend3d rates after neotiaticns, and wken aFrcriate,

the rate aqrecmEnts were withrLwnr. CC¢t savings caus s w¥re

included ir. crntracts, permittinq retroactive indirect exEense

rate adju-twe-.ts. Ihe Secretary of Defer.ne shlcid reemphasize

tne lneed £x. contracting officers to cttain ddequate

forward-pricinq rate proposals which identify the bases for

Lusiiiess voiume torecasts and for contract alministraticl and

daudit persor.t.i to conduct thorough evaluatic
n - of

tcrwar -pLii.oq rate proposals. (FES)
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The Hcnorable
The Secretary of Defense

Dear Mr. Secretary:

We have completed a limited review of Defense contractors'

business volume forecasts developed in connection with the

process of negotiating forward-pricing (prospective-pricing)

rate agreements for allocating indirect expenses in initial

pricing of contracts. Our objective was to determine whether

(1) Department of Defense (DOD) contracting officials were

obtaining adequate data in support of forward-pricing rate

proposals from major Defense contractors and (2) contract

administration and audit personnel were adequately evaluating

business volume forecasts in support of indirect expense rate

negotiations. This review represents part of our continuing

program to monitor DOD's procedures for negotiating noncom-

petitive -ntract prices.

Our review was performed at seven major Defense con-

tractors and included forward-pricing rate activity for

the period 1974-76 DOD agencies responsible for adminis-

tering contracts at those locations included the Air Force

(4), Navy (2), and Defense Logistics Agency (1). We evalu-

ated a rate prcposal at one of the contractors to determine

whether the business volume forecast was based on current,

complete, and accurate information at the time the rate

agreement was negotiated. in addition, questionnaires were

sent to contract administration representatives at 62 majoL

Defense contractors to obtain information on negotiated,

recommended, and actual business volume; indirect expenses:

and rates. We also obtained informal cowments from DOr

officials on the results of our review. Their comments

were considered in the preparation of this letter and are

summarized on pages 3 and 4.

In recent years DOD's prime contract awards have ex-

ceeded $40 billion annually. Indirect expenses are esti-

mated to account for at least two-thirds of contractors'

in-plant costs and about one-third of total contract cost.
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Our review disclosed a need for improvement in con-
tractors' forward-pricing rate propcsal submissions and
related Government evaluations. Specifically, we found
that:

-- Con6ractors' proposals were often incomplete and
did not identify the information sources and
methodologies used in the business volume fore-
cast. Also, some contractors refused to furnish
certain supporting data when requested.

-- Evaluations of business volume forecasts did not
focus on accuracy of supporting data and ration-
ale of contractors' assumptions and judgments.
Our evaluation of one contractor's busine.- vol-
ume forecast disclosed significant weaknesses
which had not been identified in the earlier
Government evaluation. The most recent Govern-
ment evaluation, however, showed improvement.

We also nted that:

-- Government personnel adequately monitored the
approved or recommended rates after negotia-
tions. When appropriate, the rate agreements
were withdrawn.

-- Cost savings clauses were included in con-
tracts, permitting retroactive indirect expense
rate adjustments in the event specified major
potential programs, which had been excluded from
the business volume forecast, materialized.

Questionnai:e data showed that a number ot Defense cn-

tractors consistently experienced higher business volume and,
consequently, lower indirect expense rates than were antici-
pated. We did not try to identify the reasons for the
variations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We reconunend that you reemphasize the need for:

---Contracting officers to obtain adequate forward-
pricing rate nr:oposals which identify in writing the
bases for the business volume forecas-s, including
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that portion covered by the certificate of current
cost or pricing data, and the management judgments,
assumptions, and rationale supportinc the estimates
of potential business prospects.

-- Contract administration and audit personnel to con-
duct thorough evaluations of orward-pricing rate
proposals with particular emphasis on the use of
analyti:al techniques to assess the accuracy of
supportLrg data and the credibility of management
judgments and assumptions affecting the forecasts.

We also recommend that you establish, within existing
resources, a pilot program for postaward evaluations of
forward-pricirg rate proposals n cases where contractors
consistently incur more business volume than negotiated in
forward-pricing rate agreements. Such action would provide
added assurances of compliance with Public Law 87-653 and
Defense Acquisition Regulation 3-807.12 relative to the
currency, completeness, and accuracy of foLward-pricing rate
proposals. Insights gained from postaward evaluations would
also enhance evaluation tecnniques on reviews of future
forward-pricing rate proposals.

In response o our recommendations, DOn officials stated
tbs adequate uidance already exists on obtaining rate
proposals, conducting evaluations, and monitoring indirect
expense levels. Contract administration and audit officials
also s ated that the proposal evaluation techniques were
adequate to insure negotiation of fair and reasonable forward-
pricing rates.

We agree that adequate guidance exists; however, imple-
mentation by contract administration and audit personnel
needs to be improved. Contracting officers generally are
not obtaining adequate forward-pricing rate proposals that
identify the bases for business volume forecasts. Also,
while some of the proposal evaluation techniques have merit,
they do not substitute for an analysis of estimating data
used by contractors to support business volume forecasts.

Audit agency officials questioned the need for a pilot
program of postaward evaluations. They stated that the
agency's ongoing defective pricing program provides some
tracking of indirect expense performance.
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Since the agency's defective pricing program is limited
to selection of individual contracts for postaward review,
there is no provision fr the selection or postaward review
of forward-pricing rate negotiatiorns. Implementation of the
recommended pilct program y contract administration and
audit officials should improve future evaluations of forward-
pracing rate prc¢osals.

We are sending copies of this letter to the Secretaries
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, ad the Directors of the
Defense Logistics Agency, Defense Contract Audit Agency, and
the Office of Management and Budget. We are also sending
copies to the Chairmen of the ouse and enate Committees on
Appropriations and Armed Services, the ouse Committee on
Government Operations, and the Senate Committee on Govern-
mental Affairs.

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorgani-
zation Act c f 1970 requires the head of a Federal agenc: to
submit a written statement on actions taken on our recJm-
mendations to the Senate Committee on Governmental Afairs
and the House Committee on Government Operations not later
than 60 days after the date of the report and to the House
and renate Committees on Appropriations with the agency'S
first request for appropriations made more than 60 days
after the date of the report.

We would appreciate receiving your comments on these
matters and would be pleased to discuss any questions that
you may have.

Sincerely yours,

J. . Stolarow
Director

Enclosure
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

REVIrW OF DEFENSE CONTRACTORS' BUSINESS VOLUME

FORECASTS USED N CONNECTION WITH THE NEGOTIATION OF

FORWARD-PRICING RATE AGREEMENTS FOR INDIRECT EXPENSES

BACKGROUND

Indirect or overhead expenses r present contractors'
costs that cannot be directly identified to a final cost ob-
jective such as an individual project o contract. Indirect
cos:s are allocated to final cost objectives by applying
ind-rect expense rates to direct costs. The rates are ex-
pressions of indirect costs required to perform functions at
a given level of business volume.

Defense Acquisition Regulation 3-807.12 provides for
the use of forward-pricing rate agreements in which indirect
expense rates are established for specified periods for
pricing contracts. Most major Defense contractors voluntar-
ily enter into rate agreements with the administrative con-
tracting agency where he volume of negotiated contract pric-
ing proposals is significant. Rate agreements eliminate the
need to negotiate separate indirect expense rates for each
contract awarded during the period. Events leading to a
rate agreement include () submission of a proposal to the
cognizant administrative contracting agency, (2) proposal
evaluation, and (3) rate negotiations. At major contractors
where agreements do not exist, indirect expense rate propos-
als are submitted and evaluated and rate recommendations
are made to procurement activities for negotiating indirid-
uel contract prices.

It is most important that rate agreements and recom-
mendations be based on valid estimates, since fixed prices
of multiyear contracts are not subject to adjustments due
to fluctuations in the indirect expense rates during con-
tract performance. The most difficult aspect of rate nego-
tiations involves business volume forecast credibility,
primarily because predicting future business events is so
uncertain.

This review represents an extension of our audits of
individual contract pricing to determine the reasonableness
of noncompetitive prices negotiated in accordance with the
requirements of Public Law 87-653. We have noted during
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such reviews understatements in contractors' business
volume forecasts with corresponding overstatements of
indi-ect expense rates egotiated into contract prices.
For example:

-- The price of a Navy prime contract was overstated by
about $83,000 because of nderstatements of direct
costs for various projects and interdivisional work
orders in the forward-pricing rate proposal. Later
the Navy negotiated a contract price reduction of about
50 percent of the overstated indirect expenses.

--The target price of an Air Force prime contract was
overstated by about $2.1 million because a major
subcontractor proposed an overhead expense rate which
did not consider the major subcontract effort's impact
on future overhead rates. Inclusion of the anticipa-
ted subcontract volume in the indirect expense fore-
cast would have reduced the overhead rate significant-
ly. Government evaluations of the subcontract price
proposal did not identify the understatement.

--The target price of a Navy prime contract was over-
stated by about $307,003 because the contractor
failed to disclose a forecast of business volume
that was higher than the one used to establish over-
head rates for contract pricing. Government evalu-
ation did not identify the higher business volume
because access to budgetary forecasts was denied.

--The target price of an Air Force prime contract was
overstated by about $1.8 million because the con-
tractor failed to disclose known business volume that
would have reduced the overhead rates negotiated into
the prime contract price. Government evaluations of
the forward-pricing rate proposal did not identify
thL additional business volume. The Air Force subse-
quently negotiated a target price reduction of
$684,000 relating to the nondisclosure.

PROPOSALS SUBMITTED BY CONTRACTORS

Defense Acquisition Regulation 3-807.12 provides that
before entering into a forward-pricing rate agreement the
contracting officer must obtain a proposal from the con-
tractor which contains cost or pricing data that is accu-
rate, complete, and current as of the date of submission.
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Forward-pricing rate proposals consist of estimates of
future years' indirect expenses and base costs. The business
volume forecast, an integral part of the proposal, must also
be based on data that is accurate, complete, and current.
Suc. data submitted in connection with a rate agreement
forms a part of the total data that the contractor certifies
to at the time of agreement on individual contract prices.
Since the forecast is a combination of factual information
and management judgments, an adequate rate proposal should
contain or make reference to:

--Cost or pricing data considered in developing the
forecast.

--Sales, production, engineering, material, and pro-
gram delivery assumptions underlying the forecast.

-- Methodologies used to (1) derive the business volume
forecast from cost or pricing data and assumptions
and (2) convert the business volume forecast into
the various indirect expense bases.

Without adequate identification of the facts and judgments,
it is difficult to verify accuracy of the certified data or
credibility of management judgments.

Our review disclosed that three of seven contractors
adequately identified, in the forward-pricing rate propos-
als, the facts and judgments used to develop the business
volume forecasts. For example, one of the adequate propos-
als identified assumptions applicable to ech major pro-
gram, including business volume for programs currently
under contract, total quantity of deliverable items on con-
tract and anticipated in future years, and prospective
foreign military sales. The business assumptions were con-
verted into direct labor dollars, from which the indirect
expense rates were developed. The proposal identified the
factual information, management judgments, and assumptions
underlying the forecast.

The proposals we considered inadequate clearly failed
to identify in writing the estimating rationale and method-
ologies used to develop the business volume forecasts. One
contractor's proposal included estimated direct labor hours
by program and a summary of total employee headcount. The
facts and assumptions underlying the labor hour estimates
were not disclosed. The cognizant contract administra-
tion official considered the proposal to be inadequate
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and advised us that requests for supporting data were either

refused or resulted in incomplete or nonresponsive submis-

sions.

Another contractor submitted five forward-pricing rate

proposals during the period 1974-76. Each submission was

a result of a major contract price proposal involving effort

not already included in the applicable forward-pricing rate

agreement. The rate proposals included forecasts of firm

and programed business by indirect expense pool and program

as well as miscellaneous and potential business not identi-

fied by program. The proposals did not, however, adequately

identify the methodologies, judgments, or information
sources used in developing the business volume forecasts.

Cognizant contract administration personnel requested the

contractor to provide further information, such as possible

additional business volume for a planned production program,

sales backlog by program, anticipated new procurements by

program, and the logic and methodology used to estimate the

volume forecast. Much of the requested data was not
furnished.

EVALUATIONS OF BUSINESS VOLUME FORECASTS

Defense Acquisition Regulation 3-807.12 provides that

the cognizant contracting officer conduct a review and

analysis of the contractor's rate proposal before entering

into negotiations.

Analytical techniques employed

Our review at the seven contractor locations disclosed
a need for improvement in the evaluations of business volume
forecasts by cognizant contract administration and audit
personnel as a basis for forward-pricing rate negotiations.
With exception of two contractors, the proposal evaluations
did not include sufficient scope and depth of analysis to
establish accuracy of the factual data and credibility of
the management judgments and assumptions. A variety of ana-
lytical techniques were used to establish a negotiation
position. At some locations the DOD contract administration
office provided the basic analysis of business volume fore-
casts, while at othem locations DOD contract auditors
assumed the predominate evaluation role for rate negotia-
tions.

Following are the typical evaluation techniques we
noted. Most evaluations involved historical comparisons and
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ratio analyses, such as:

-- Prior years' proposed business volume forecasts were
compared to actuals for the same period. The per-
centage differences were applied to current business
volume forecasts under review.

-- Actual business volume and employee headcounts for a
portion cf the year under review were compared to
business volume forecasts for the same period.

-- Prior years' sales, indirect expense base labor, and
employee headcount ratios were compared with data in
forward-pricing rate proposals under eview.

Such evaluations were useful as a starting point in sizing
up the accuracy of contractors' prior year forecasts; how-
ever, te results did not necessarily indicate that current
forecasts were accurate.

To a lesser extent analysis of business volume fore-
casts involved the following techniques:

-- Esuimated costs to complete major contracts and pro-
grams were determined from contractor budgeting and
cost reports and compared with program estimates in-
cluded in the business volume forecasts.

-- Estimates of business volume and employee headcounts
in major contract price proposals were compared to
program cost estimates in the business volume fore-
casts.

--Experienced production costs for major programs were
determined and compared to amounts estimated in the
business volume forecasts for the same programs.

-- Procurement office estimates of future contract
awards werz solicited and data was compared to con-
tractors' stimates of prospective contract awards.

In a number of cases these technques did identify
additional business volume not previously disclosed in the
proposals and were useful in establishing negotiation objec-
tives for rate agreements. However, for the most part, the
evaluations did not focus on the accuracy of supporting data
or the credibility of contractors' judgments and assump-
tions. In a number of cases Government evaluations were
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hampered because the forward-pricing rate proposals did not

adequately identify the facts and judgment. supporting the
business volume forecasts. Also, some contractors efused
to provide certain supporting data when requested. Under
the circumstances, these evaluations were tantamount to
"auditing around the system," wth the principal objective
of identifying business volume not disclosed by contractors.
For examp'e, at two contractors proposed business volume
forecasts were recommended for acceptance in negotiation
after the Government evaluations produced lower estimates
than proposed. No attempts, however, were made to reconcile
the lower Government estimates with the contractors' fore-
casts. In another case the second and third years of a con-
tractor's 3-year business volume forecast were accepted
as proposed without any of the above-mentioned comparisons
or validations.

Results of our evaluation of
a business volume forecast

At cne of the seven contractors, we reviewed a forward-

pricing rate proposal to determine whether the business vol-
ume forecast used for the 1975 rate agreement was based on
current, complete, and accurate information at the time of
negotiation. Our review disclosed the following weaknesses:

-- lanpower forecasts for firm business did not include
an allocation of management reserves identified in
the contractor's internal financial reports. Accord-
ingly, the forecast was understated by the direct
labor portion of the reserves.

-- Manpower forecasts for potential business on several
major programs did not follow established ground
rules in the sales forecast, thereby resulting in
over and understatements of the manpower fore( sts.
Labor/overhead values specified in the ground rules
we,e often not used in the forecasts.

--The contractor's methodology of converting labor/
overhead values to man-years resulted in an
understatement of potential business in the volume
forecast. This was caused by the use of higher
labor/overhead rates in the conversion process than
those used in the sales forecast ground rules.
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-- No wri'ton procedures or guidelines existed that
identified the rationale, criteria, or basis for
determining whether known potential business should
be included or excluded from the manpower forecast.

-- Supporting documentation for the manpower forecast on
firm and potential business was not retained. Accord-
ingly, postaward audits of the forward-pricing rate
proposal and evaluations of the forecasting system
would have been difficult to perform.

The following table shows the percentage f understate-
ment in the indirect expense bases resulting from the fore-
casting weaknesses we identified.

Indirect expense pools i975 1976 1977

Engineering 5.6 7.6 10.7

Manufacturing 7.7 9.1 10.7

General and administrative 7.3 3.7 10.3

Contractor officials areed with the stated conditions
identified during our review ut did not believe that the
forecast was understated. The contractor stated that fore
casting potential business involves uncertainty with respect
to realization anc volume; accordingly, the forecasting
system does not have the degree of precision to permit an
assessment of whether the forecast of potential business is
understated. In addition, the inclusion or exclusion of
specific potential programs from the forecast is nt as
relevant to the validity of the forecast as the inclusion of
a number of typical programs representative of a reasonable
level of anticipated business.

We recognize the lack o precision in forecasting po-
tential business volume; however, this should not prevent
the Government from evaluating the judgments and assumpticns
supporting the forecast and estimating the monetary impact
of the contractor's failure to follow established forecast-
ing procedures.

In addition to reviewing the contractor's 19-i5 business
volume forecast, we compared the evaluation techniques used
by DOD contract auditors in the 1977 and 1975 forward-
pricing rate reviews. We noted considerable mprovements.
The auditors were able to gain access to supporting
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documents such as project budget reports and forecast ground
rules, which were denied in earlier evaluations. As a
result a more thorough evaluation of the 1977 business
volume forecast was made, and the administrative contract-
ing officer was able to sustain a sizable increase in the
business volume forecast during forward-pricing rate agree-
ment negotiations, with a corresponding reduction i the
proposed rates. Some of the evaluation techniques we used
were similar to those employed by the contract auditors
in 1977.

INDIRECT EXPENSE RATE MONITORING

Approved forward-pricing rates can be withdrawn by
either the cognizant contract administration office or the
contractor. Increases or decreases in business volume
or indirect expenses that significantly affect bid rates
could cause either contracting party to unilaterally with-
draw the rate agreement.

Our review at the seven contractor locations disclosed
that contract administration and audit personnel were ade-
auately monitoring the indirect expense rates on a monthly
basis. We noted that on three occasions during the period
1974-76, contracting officers withdrew the approved rate
agreements because actual indirect expense rates were signif-
icantly lower than the approved rates.

USE OF COST SAVINGS CLAUSES

A major difficulty in evaluating business volume fore-
casts involves contractors' judgments of the probability
that business will materialize during periods covered by a
multiyear, forward-pricing rate agreement. The decision to
exclude a major potential program from the forecast may be
based entirely on the contractor's subjective judgment of
the degree of competition or program funding uncertainties.
Such judgments are not easily evaluated, yet the impact
of the potential business on indirect expense bases and
rates may be quite significant.

We noted the inclusion of cost savings clauses in con-
tracts where the price negotiations involved approved bidding
rates which excluded major potential programs from the bus-
iness volume forecasts. Use of the clauses was recommended
by DOD contract adminxstration and audit personnel. The
savings clause provides retroactive adjustment of indirect
expense rates in the event specified potential programs
materialize.
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Cost savings clauses are no substitute for a thorouah
evaluation of business volume forecasts and require addi-
tional administrative effort to monitor the clause, negoti-
ate rate changes, and reprice contracts containing the
clause. However, selective use should he encouraged where
potential major programs have a significant impact on rate
negotiations.

QUESTIONNAIRE ON FORWARD-PRICING RATES

The seven contractors generally incurred more business
volume and achieved lower indirect expense rates than were
negotiated as part of the forward-pricing rate agreements.
Specifically, 76 percent f the indirect expense pools
achieved more busine 3 volume than was negotiated, and 56
percent achieved lower rates. To determine whether these
results were representative of other contractors' operations,
we asked DOD representatives at major Defense contractors
to furnish us ata on indirect expense rates, appli-
cable expense pools, and allocation bases for fiscal years
1974-76. Sixty-two DOD representatives responded to the
questionnaire and provided the requested data.

As summarized below, the questionnaire data showed that
actual business volume exceeded the negotiated or recommend-
ed bases for 58 percent of the indirect expense pools.

Number Actual base Actual base
of greater than less than

indirect negotiated OL negotiated or
Contract a- Number expense or recolanendel recommended
ministration of pools No. of Percent No. of Percent

service contractors (note a) pools of total pools of total

Air Force 20 617 372 60.3 245 39.7

Defense Log-
istics
Agency 20 555 269 48.5 286 51.5

Army 3 60 40 66.7 20 33.3

Navy 19 421 278 66.0 143 34.0

Total 62 1,653 959 58.0 694 42.0

a/At some contractors, more than one rate negotiation was
held each year; therefore, the number of pools correspond
to the number of negotiations or rate changes during the
3-year period.
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The data also showed that in 53 percent of the expense
pools, nigher indirect expense rates were experienced than
negotiated or recommended, indicating that indirect expenses
generally increased at a faster rate than growth in the
business volume.

It does not appear that the results identified at the
seven contractors in our review were indicative of nation-
wide performance. However, the questionnaire results sug-
gest that some contractors were consistently incurring
more business volume than negotiated or recommended in the
forward-pricing rates. Sixteen of the contractors generally
captured more business volume nd experienced lower rates
than anticipated. These contractors accounted for over one-
third of the indirect expense pools reported in the ques-
tionnaires. The reasons these contractors incurred addi-
tional business volume and experienced lower indirect ex-
pense rates were not addressed in the questionnaire:
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